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Quantal Release of Glutamate Generates
Pure Kainate and Mixed AMPA/Kainate EPSCs
in Hippocampal Neurons

readily evoked the AMPA component of the EPSCs,
the kainate component required repetitive and/or strong
stimulations. This has led to the suggestion that kainate
receptors may be located extrasynaptically, as they are
only activated when large amounts of glutamate are
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Parc scientifique de Luminy released (see Frerking and Nicoll, 2000, and Lerma et al.,

2001, for a review). Another problem is the discrepancyBP 13
13273 Marseille Cedex 9 between the decay time constant of bulk stimulation-

evoked kainate receptor-mediated EPSCs and the rapidFrance
kinetics of currents generated by homomeric kainate
receptors expressed in heterologous expression cells
(ibid). This has lead to the suggestion that in vivo, eitherSummary
there is a complex subunit composition of kainate recep-
tors or that special mechanisms regulate the kineticsThe relative contribution of kainate receptors to ongo-

ing glutamatergic activity is at present unknown. We of the current (ibid). Taken altogether, these studies
suggest that glutamatergic synaptic transmission is en-report the presence of spontaneous, miniature, and

minimal stimulation-evoked excitatory postsynaptic tirely mediated by AMPA receptors (and NMDA recep-
tors when the Mg2� block is alleviated), with the contri-currents (EPSCs) that are mediated solely by kainate

receptors (EPSCkainate) or by both AMPA and kainate re- bution of kainate receptors being restricted to special
conditions in which hyperactivity leads to enhanced glu-ceptors (EPSCAMPA/kainate). EPSCkainate and EPSCAMPA/kainate

are selectively enriched in CA1 interneurons and tamate release (such as seizures that have been classi-
cally associated with kainate receptor activation) (Benmossy fibers synapses of CA3 pyramidal neurons, re-

spectively. In CA1 interneurons, the decay time con- Ari and Cossart, 2000). If kainate receptors participate
in ongoing glutamatergic transmission, then the quantalstant of EPSCkainate (circa 10 ms) is comparable to val-

ues obtained in heterologous expression systems. In release of glutamate will generate spontaneous and min-
iature EPSCs mediated by kainate receptors (EPSCkainate).both hippocampal neurons, the quantal release of glu-

tamate generates kainate receptor-mediated EPSCs The study of these events will give an indication on the
contribution of kainate receptors to ongoing synapticthat provide as much as half of the total glutamatergic

current. Kainate receptors are, therefore, key players transmission and an estimation of the genuine kinetics
of EPSCkainate. Indeed, when many axons are activatedof the ongoing glutamatergic transmission in the hip-

pocampus. by bulk stimulation or repetitive stimuli, the kinetics of
EPSCs may be affected by different processes, includ-
ing desensitization of receptors and summation of indi-Introduction
vidual events.

In the present study, we report the presence of TTX-There are three main types of glutamatergic ionotropic
receptors: NMDA, AMPA, and kainate receptors. In con- resistant miniature EPSCs generated by the activation

of kainate receptors by the quantal release of glutamate.trast to AMPA and NMDA receptors (and despite their
widespread expression throughout the brain), little is These EPSCs are of two types in mature hippocampal

neurons: pure EPSCkainate generated in synapses thatknown about the properties of kainate receptors con-
taining synapses in adult central neurons and the contri- possess kainate, but not AMPA, receptors and mixed

EPSCAMPA/kainate generated in synapses endowed of bothbution of kainate receptors to the ongoing synaptic
transmission. With the development of selective antago- types of receptors. Most interestingly, these EPSCs

have a preferential distribution in the hippocampus: purenists that block AMPA, but not kainate receptors (Pater-
nain et al., 1995; Wilding and Huettner, 1995), excitatory EPSCkainate are enriched in CA1 interneurons and mixed
postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) with a kainate receptor- EPSCAMPA/kainate in CA3 pyramidal neurons at mossy fiber
mediated component have been identified in the hippo- synapses. In contrast, only pure EPSCAMPA are generated
campus (Ben Ari and Cossart, 2000; Bureau et al., 1999; in CA1 pyramidal neurons that do not express functional
Castillo et al., 1997; Cossart et al., 1998; Frerking et al., postsynaptic kainate receptors (Bureau et al., 1999). The
1998; Vignes and Collingridge, 1997), the amygdala (Li kinetics of pure EPSCkainate in CA1 interneurons–albeit
and Rogawski, 1998), the cerebellum (Bureau et al., slower than the EPSCAMPA–are much faster than those
2000), the spinal cord (Li et al., 1999), the retina (DeVries, reported with bulk stimulations of afferent fibers and
2000), and in the immature neocortex (Kidd and Isaac, are compatible with values obtained in heterologous
1999). In most of these studies, bulk stimulation of syn- expression systems. To estimate the relative contribu-
aptic inputs evoked a mixed AMPA/kainate receptor- tion of AMPA and kainate receptors to the tonic gluta-
mediated EPSC with a large AMPA component and a matergic transmission, we have performed a quantita-
small kainate one. In addition, whereas a single stimulus tive estimation of the total current mediated by kainate

receptors. Our observations show that kainate receptors
are key players of the ongoing ionotropic glutamatergic1Correspondence: ben-ari@inmed.univ-mrs.fr

2 These authors contributed equally to this work. transmission in the hippocampus.
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Figure 1. EPSCskainate Can Be Isolated from mEPSCs Based on Their Pharmacological and Kinetic Profile in CA3 Pyramidal Cells

(A) Miniature EPSCs recordings in the presence of TTX (1 �M), bicuculline (10 �M), and D-APV (50 �M) from a representative CA3 pyramidal
cell, show that mEPSCkainate (closed purple circle) can be isolated pharmacologically when GYKI 52466 (100 �M) is added to the saline and
blocked by CNQX (50 �M) ; Vh: �60 mV. Note that in control conditions in the CA3 pyramidal cell, three types of mEPSCs can be distinguished
based on the time course of their decay: fast (closed black circle), slow (closed green circle), and mixed EPSCs with a double decaying phase
(closed red circle). Traces are nonconsecutives.
(B) Scatter plots of the rise time constant (left column) or amplitude (right column) versus the decay time constant were calculated in 157
mEPSCs and recorded from a CA3 pyramidal cell in the absence (top) or in the presence of GYKI (100 �M, bottom). Note that two families
of events are clustered in separate areas of the graph, with the fast (closed black circle) and the slow events (closed green circle) having no
significant correlation between rise and decay times within the two groups (r � 0.06 and 0.14, respectively). The decay time constant versus
amplitude distributions obtained when plotting the first (closed red circle) and the second (open red circle) components of mixed events
overlapped that of the fast (closed black circle) and slow event (closed green circle) families, respectively. In the presence of GYKI, only
events with a slow time course and a small amplitude (closed purple circle) remain.
(C) Superimpositions of the digitally averaged traces of fast (black), mixed (red), and slow (green) mEPSCs and GYKI-resistant mEPSCs
(purple). Note that slow events, the second component of mixed events, and GYKI-resistant events have the same time course.
(D) Bar graph of averaged values of rise times (left) and decay times (right) show that the time course of slow events, GYKI or NBQX (1 �M)-
resistant events, and the second component of mixed events (tau 2) are identical (p � 0.5) but different from that of fast events (*p � 0.05;
n � 25, eight and six cells for control, GYKI and NBQX experiments, respectively).

Results AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist CNQX (50 �M; Fig-
ures 1A and 2A). The plot of mEPSCs decay times versus
10%–90% rise times revealed the presence of slowThree Populations of Glutamatergic Miniature

EPSCs in CA3 Pyramidal Cells and CA1 Interneurons (mEPSCslow) and fast (mEPSCfast) events that clustered
within two separate areas of the graph (Figures 1B andWhole-cell recordings of glutamatergic miniature activ-

ity were obtained from a total of 36 CA3 pyramidal cells 2B). A third group of events (mEPSCmixed) had a double
exponential decay with the early and late decay timeand 26 CA1 stratum oriens interneurons. A majority of

CA1 interneurons (n � 7 out of 15 identified cells) re- constants identical to those of the fast and slow mo-
noexponential EPSCs, respectively (Table 1; Figures 1Dcorded in stratum oriens corresponded to the previously

described O-LM cells (oriens lacunosum moleculare and 2D). Interestingly, the distribution of the amplitude
versus decay time of the two components of EPSCmixedinterneurons) (Katona et al., 1999). Cells were filled with

biocytin and morphologically identified post hoc. Minia- overlapped that of the mEPSCfast and mEPSCslow (Figures
1B and 2B), suggesting that mixed events were theture excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) were

recorded in the presence of the sodium channel blocker summation of fast and slow events. Bath applications
of the selective AMPA receptor antagonist GYKI 52466TTX (1 �M), the GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline

(10 �M), and the NMDA receptor antagonist D-APV (50 (100 �M) blocked the fast events, indicating that they
were mediated by AMPA receptors (i.e., mEPSCfast ��M). Visual inspection of the kinetics of mEPSCs re-

vealed three types of events in both CA3 pyramidal neu- mEPSCAMPA). Only slow mEPSCs were observed in the
presence of GYKI 52466 (100 �M; Figures 1A and 2A),rons and CA1 interneurons: fast, slow, and mixed

events. The three populations of events were mediated but their frequency was reduced to 59.4% � 18.2% of
control in pyramidal cells (n � 8) and to 54% � 20% ofby non-NMDA receptors, as they were blocked by the
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Figure 2. EPSCkainate Can Be Isolated from mEPSCs Based on Their Pharmacological and Kinetic Profile in CA1 Interneurons

(A) Miniature EPSCs recordings in the presence of TTX (1 �M), bicuculline (10 �M), and D-APV (50 �M) from a representative CA1 stratum
oriens interneuron show that mEPSCkainate (closed purple circle) can be isolated pharmacologically when GYKI 52466 (100�M) is added to the
saline and blocked by CNQX (50 �M); Vh: �60 mV. Note that in control conditions in the CA1 interneuron, three types of mEPSCs can be
distinguished based on the time course of their decay: fast (closed black circle), slow (closed green circle), and mixed EPSCs with a double
decaying phase (closed red circle). Traces are nonconsecutives.
(B) Scatter plots of the rise time constant (left column) or amplitude (right column) versus decay time constant are shown, calculated in 110
mEPSCs recorded from a CA1 stratum oriens interneuron in the absence (top) or presence of GYKI (100 �M, bottom). Note that two families
of events are clustered in separate areas of the graph, the fast (closed black circle) and slow events (closed green circle), with no significant
correlation between rise times and decays within the two groups (r � 0.1 and 0.14, respectively). The decay time constant versus amplitude
distributions obtained when plotting the first (closed red circle) and the second (open red circle) components of mixed events overlapped
that of the fast (closed black circle) and slow event (closed green circle) families, respectively. In the presence of GYKI, only events with a
slow time course and a small amplitude (closed purple circle) remain.
(C) Superimpositions of the digitally averaged traces of fast (black), mixed (red), and slow (green) mEPSCs and of GYKI-resistant mEPSCs
(purple) are illustrated. Note that slow events, the second component of mixed events, and GYKI-resistant events have the same time course.
(D) Bar graph of averaged values of rise times (left) and decay times (right) show that the time course of slow events, GYKI-resistant events,
and the second component of mixed events (tau 2) are identical (p � 0.5) but different from that of fast events (15 and 10 cells for control
and GYKI experiments, respectively; *p � 0.05).

control in interneurones (n � 10). Only slow events were GYKI (52466 or 53655) and NBQX also blocked mixed
mEPSCs, suggesting that AMPA receptors contributedalso observed in the presence of GYKI 53655 (30 �M,

n � 3 in CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons) or to their generation. In order to determine whether the
slow component of the mixed mEPSCs was mediateda low concentration of NBQX (1 �M, n � 6 in CA3 pyrami-

dal cells and CA1 interneurons; data not shown) that by the activation of kainate receptors, we used a phar-
macological agent, SYM 2081 (10�M), that selectivelyalso preferentially block AMPA receptors (Bureau et al.,

1999). Slow mEPSCs recorded in the presence of GYKI desensitizes kainate receptors (Li et al. 1999; DeVries,
2000). In the presence of SYM 2081, only AMPA recep-(52466 or 53655) or NBQX were fully blocked by the

AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist CNQX (50 �M), indi- tor-mediated events were recorded in CA3 pyramidal
cells and CA1 interneurons (Figure 3), since all the SYM-cating that they were mediated by kainate receptors

(mEPSCkainate, r: 16.3 � 2.7 ms and �: 98 � 17 ms, n � resistant events were blocked by GYKI 52466 (100 �M)
or NBQX (1 �M). In CA3 pyramidal cells and CA18 for CA3 pyramidal cells; r: 3.3 � 0.3 ms and �: 11.1 �

0.1 ms, n � 10 for CA1 interneurons). Miniature EPSCslow interneurons, the mean kinetics of the AMPA receptor-
mediated events recorded in the presence of SYM 2081and mEPSCkainate represented the same population of

events since (1) the group of events obtained when plot- (r: 2.1 � 0.26 ms and �: 11.7 � 2.3 ms, n � 6 in CA3
pyramidal cells; r: 0.72 � 0.1 ms and �: 3.6 � 0.54 ms,ting EPSCkainate overlapped that of EPSCslow, but not that

of EPSCfast (Figures 1B and 2B). (2) They had similar n � 5 in CA1 interneurons) were not significantly different
from those of the fast events recorded in control condi-digitally obtained averages (Figures 1C and 2C). (3) They

had similar rise and decay time values (Figures 1D and tions (r: 2.8 � 0.45 ms and �: 15.6 � 2.7 ms, n � 6 in
CA3 pyramidal cells; r: 0.9 � 0.19 ms and �: 3.6 � 0.192D; Table 1; chisquare �0.5).
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Table 1. Kinetics Properties of EPSCAMPA, EPSCKA, and EPSCAMPA/KA in Three Hippocampal Cell Types

Cell Type Event Type sEPSCs mEPSCs eEPSC

CA3 Pyramidal cells
EPSCAMPA r: 3.5 � 0.5 ms r: 3.4 � 0.22 ms –

�: 21.8 � 2.2 ms �: 17.6 � 1.3 ms
A: 16.4 � 1.6 pA (n � 6) A: 14 � 1.5 pA (n � 25)

EPSCKA r: 12.6 � 0.8 ms r: 15.8 � 1.4 ms –
�: 91.3 � 11.4 ms �: 92 � 10 ms
A: 9.1 � 1.2 pA (n � 6) A: 8.5 � 0.7 pA (n � 25)

EPSCAMPA/KA r: 3.7 � 0.5 ms r: 3.6 � 0.19 ms r: 3.2 � 0.2 ms
�1: 18.8 � 2.8 ms �1: 17.6 � 1.2 ms �1: 10.3 � 0.8 ms
A1: 20 � 4 pA A1: 9.8 � 0.9 pA A1: 38.3 � 13.3 pA
�2: 94 � 13.8 ms �2: 87.3 � 6.5 ms �2: 48 � 2 ms
A2: 9.6 � 2.5 pA (n � 6) A2: 4.6 � 0.5 pA (n � 25) A2: 18.9 � 7 pA (n � 5)

CA1 Interneurons
EPSCAMPA r: 0.7 � 0.1 ms r: 1 � 0.1 ms r: 0.9 � 0.2 ms

�: 2.7 � 0.3 ms �: 2.7 � 0.3 ms �: 3.8 � 0.4 ms
A: 25.4 � 7.8 pA (n � 5) A: 17 � 2.4 pA (n � 10) A: 14.7 � 1.4 pA (n � 6)

EPSCKA r; 2.7 � 0.6 ms r: 3.3 � 0.2 ms r: 3.8 � 0.4 ms
�: 11.3 � 0.9 ms �: 10.7 � 0.7 ms �: 16 � 4 ms
A: 15.6 � 3.2 pA (n � 5) A: 9.6 � 1.6 pA (n � 15) A: 5.4 � 0.7 pA (n � 4)

EPSCAMPA/KA r: 0.9 � 0.1 ms r: 1.2 � 0.1 ms –
�1: 2.5 � 0.2 ms �1: 2.5 � 0.2 ms
A1: 27.2 � 9 pA (n � 5) A1: 11.0 � 1.7 pA
�2: 11.3 � 0.9 ms �: 13.3 � 0.9 ms
A2: 12.5 � 3.3 pA (n � 5) A2: 7.9 � 2.2 pA (n � 15)

CA1 Pyramidal cells
EPSCAMPA r: 2.8 � 0.3 ms – –

�: 11.6 � 1.4 ms
A: 11 � 1.8 pA (n � 8)

Abbreviations: A, amplitude; A1, amplitude of the first component of the mixed event; A2, amplitude of the second component of the mixed
event; r, rise time; �, decay time constant; �1, decay time constant of the first component of the mixed event; �2, decay time constant of the
second component of the mixed event.

ms, n � 5 in CA1 interneurons, p � 0.05). In addition, physiological conditions (i.e., in the absence of TTX).
We used minimal stimulation to activate single fibers.in the presence of SYM 2081, we did not observe any

significant change in the frequency of the EPSCAMPA,
as compared with the fast events recorded in control Minimal Stimulations Evoke Both Pure

mEPSCkainate and Mixed mEPSCAMPA/kainateconditions (the frequency was 0.2 � 0.06 Hz in control
conditions and 0.31 � 0.1 Hz in SYM 2081 in six CA3 Minimal stimulations were performed in the presence of

bicuculline and D-APV. In these experiments, the con-pyramidal cells; 0.2 � 0.07 Hz in control conditions and
0.25 � 0.07 Hz in SYM 2081 in five CA1 interneurons, centration of divalent cations was increased in the perfu-

sion saline (4 mM Ca2� and 6 mM Mg2�) in order top � 0.05). Miniature EPSCmixed were not recorded in the
presence of SYM, indicating that in addition to AMPA reduce the level of spontaneous activity and prevent the

generation of epileptiform events by bicuculline.receptors, kainate receptors also contributed to their
generation (EPSCmixed � EPSCAMPA/kainate). This experiment In CA3 pyramidal cells, minimal stimulations of stra-

tum lucidum principally evoked an unitary EPSC with aalso confirmed that EPSCslow were mediated by kainate
receptors. fall best fitted by a double exponential (Figure 4A; other

events were fast, mono decaying EPSCs). Their decayThe plots of rise times versus decay times and decay
times versus amplitudes obtained for the SYM-resistant was within the same range as that obtained in mixed

mEPSCs (Table 1, Figure 4C). NBQX (1 �M) selectivelyevents revealed a homogeneous group of events that
overlapped that of the mEPSCfast and not that of the blocked the fast component of the evoked EPSCs (n �

5, Figure 4A), and the slow component was blocked bymEPSCslow recorded in the absence of SYM (Figure 3).
Thus, all AMPA receptor-mediated events (i.e., filtered CNQX (50 �M). Therefore, minimal stimulation of gluta-

matergic afferents evoked a unitary mixed EPSCAMPA/and nonfiltered) are included in the fast events popula-
tion (EPSCAMPA) and have rapid kinetic properties that kainate in CA3 pyramidal cells. The amplitudes of the AMPA

and kainate components of the unitary mixed EPSCAMPA/differ from the population of slow events mediated by
kainate receptors. kainate were strongly correlated (r � 0.85 for all plots, n � 5;

Figure 4B), indicating a coordinated activation of AMPATherefore, the quantal release of glutamate activates
kainate receptors in both CA3 pyramidal neurons and and kainate receptors by different amounts of glutamate

released within the same synaptic cleft (McAllister andCA1 interneurons. Glutamatergic events are either pure
AMPA or pure kainate receptor-mediated or mixed with Stevens, 2000; Watt et al., 2000).

A similar paradigm could generate pure mEPSCkainate inboth AMPA and kainate receptors participating to their
generation. We next determined if electrical activation CA1 interneurons. Minimal stimulation of stratum oriens

generated either a pure unitary AMPA receptor-medi-of glutamatergic inputs could evoke similar EPSCs in
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Figure 3. An Antagonist for Kainate Receptors (SYM 2081) Abolishes mEPSCkainate and mEPSCmixed

(A) Recordings of miniature EPSCs recordings, in the presence of TTX (1 �M), bicuculline (10 �M), and D-APV (50 �M) from a representative
CA3 pyramidal cell (left) and a CA1 interneuron (right) show that mEPSCAMPA (closed black circle) can be isolated pharmacologically when
SYM 2081 (10 �M) is added to the saline; Vh: �60 mV. Traces are nonconsecutives.
(B) Scatter plots of the rise time constant (left column) or amplitude (right column) versus decay time constant calculated in mEPSCs recorded
from a CA3 pyramidal cell or a CA1 interneuron are shown in the absence (top) or in the presence of SYM 2081 (10�M, bottom). Note that in
control conditions, two families of events are clustered in separate areas of the graph, the fast (closed black circle) and the slow events
(closed green circle). The decay time constant versus amplitude distributions obtained when plotting the first (closed red circle) and the
second (open red circle) components of mixed events overlapped that of the fast (closed black circle) and slow event (closed green circle)
families, respectively. In the presence of SYM 2081, only fast events (closed black circle) remain.

ated event or a pure slow EPSC (Figure 5A) with the pure EPSCkainate that represented almost half of the total
number of events (46% � 2%, n � 11). In contrast,same kinetics as the mEPSCkainate (Table 1, Figure 5B).
in CA3 pyramidal cells, kainate receptors were mostlyThis slow EPSC was mediated by the activation of kai-
involved in mixed EPSCs, which represented 34.2% �nate receptors since it was NBQX-resistant (1 �M) and
5.3% (n � 25) of the total activity. These observationsblocked by CNQX (50 �M) (n � 4, Figure 5A). Therefore,
showed that in the hippocampus, a high percentage ofthe stimulation of single glutamatergic afferents on
glutamatergic events are mediated by kainate receptors.interneurons can generate evoked currents that are ex-
Both types are absent from CA1 pyramidal neurons,clusively mediated by kainate receptors.
which do not express functional postsynaptic kainate
receptors (Bureau et al., 1999; n � 8; data not shown).

Estimation of the Contribution of Kainate We extended this analysis by calculating the mean
Receptors to Miniature Glutamatergic percent of charge carried by kainate receptors in digi-
Activity in the Hippocampus tally averaged mEPSCAMPA/kainate and mEPSCkainate versus
To estimate the total contribution of kainate receptor ac- the total charge carried by AMPA and kainate receptors
tivation to glutamatergic miniature activity in hippocam- in mEPSCs (Figure 6 and see Experimental Procedures).
pal slices, we calculated the frequency of mEPSCAMPA, The mean charge transferred through kainate receptors
mEPSCkainate, and mEPSCAMPA/kainate in CA3 pyramidal cells was greater than that through AMPA receptors in CA3
and CA1 interneurons. To obtain a physiologically rele- pyramidal cells (73% � 2% of the total charge, n � 25)
vant estimation, the experiments were performed in the and CA1 interneurons (60% � 1.8%, n � 10). Taking
absence of AMPA and kainate receptor antagonists. We into account the frequency of each type of events and
relied on the kinetics of the EPSCAMPA and EPSCkainate the charge transferred through AMPA or kainate recep-
to perform this task (see Experimental Procedures). tors, we could estimate the proportion of current carried
EPSCAMPA/kainate were identified by the fact that their decay by kainate receptors. These results show that kainate
time constant was best fitted by a double exponential receptors are major postsynaptic mediators of miniature
function. Our results show that the contribution of kai- glutamatergic transmission in the hippocampus, since
nate receptors differs in CA1 interneurons and in CA3 more than fifty percent of the total AMPA/kainate recep-

tor-mediated current received by CA3 pyramidal cellspyramidal cells. Interneurons predominantly generated
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Figure 4. Unitary Mixed EPSCsAMPA/kainate Evoked by Minimal Stimulations in CA3 Pyramidal Cells

(A) The top shows representative recordings of spontaneous and minimally evoked EPSCs in a CA3 pyramidal cell in the presence of high-
divalent ions (4 mM Ca2�, 6 mM Mg2�), bicuculline (10 �M), and D-APV (50 �M) to isolate AMPA/kainate receptor-mediated activity (Vh: �60
mV). In these conditions, minimal stimulation (arrow) with a glass electrode placed in stratum lucidum evokes either a double decaying
EPSCmixed (open triangle symbol) or a transmission failure (�). The fast component of the EPSCmixed (tau 1) is mediated by AMPA receptors
since it is blocked in the presence of NBQX (1 �M, middle); the slow component (tau 2) is mediated by kainate receptors since it is NBQX-
resistant (open star symbol, middle) but CNQX-sensitive (right). Note that in both control (left) and NBQX (middle) conditions, sEPSCs with
the same time course and amplitude as the evoked EPSC can be detected. The bottom shows superimposed traces of ten consecutively
evoked EPSCs in the same pharmacological conditions as above (stimulation at arrow). Tau 1 and tau 2 indicate the first and second component
of the mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate.
(B) Plotted is the amplitude of the slow kainate receptor-mediated component versus the fast AMPA receptor-mediated component of the
minimally evoked, double decaying EPSC. Note that there is a tight correlation between the amplitude of the AMPA and kainate receptor-
mediated components (r � 0.97).
(C) Bar graph of averaged rise times (left) and decay times (right) of the values of minimally evoked EPSC in CA3 pyramidal cells (n � 5) show
that the second component of the EPSCmixed has the same time course as the kainate receptor-mediated component.
(D) Superimposition of the digitally averaged, evoked EPSC shows that the second component of the EPSCmixed (black) perfectly fits the decay
phase of the EPSCkainate evoked in the presence of NBQX (gray).

(53% � 4.6%, n � 25) and CA1 interneurons (64% � 3%, neous since, in addition to fast sEPSCs, we observed
events with a slow time course or a fall best fitted by an � 10) was generated by kainate receptors (Figure 6).
double exponential (Figure 7). The spontaneous fast,
slow, and double decaying EPSCs had kinetics within

Spontaneous EPSCAMPA, Pure EPSCkainate, and Mixed the same range as that of mEPSCAMPA, mEPSCkainate, and
EPSCAMPA/kainate in CA3 Pyramidal Cells mEPSCAMPA/kainate, respectively (see Table 1 for values).
and CA1 Interneurons As previously described for miniature EPSCs, part of
To ensure that pure EPSCAMPA, pure EPSCkainate, and these events were mediated by kainate receptors since
mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate could be observed in physiological they were resistant to the AMPA receptor antagonist
conditions, spontaneous EPSCs (sEPSCs) were re- GYKI 52466 (100 �M, n � 5; Figure 7), fully blocked by
corded in the absence of GABA, AMPA, and NMDA the mixed AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist CNQX (50
receptor antagonists. To isolate non-NMDA receptor- �M; data not shown) and had slow kinetics (r: 12.2 �
mediated events, spontaneous EPSCs were recorded 0.6 ms, �: 101.8 � 1 ms in five CA3 pyramidal cells and
at the reversal potential for GABAergic currents r: 2.7 � 0.05 ms, �: 12.4 � 0.6 ms in five CA1 interneu-
(Vh � �70mV). At this potential, the current mediated rons), as compared to fast AMPA receptor-mediated
by NMDA receptors is nearly abolished by the Mg2� events (Table 1). In CA1 pyramidal neurons, we observed
block (Ascher and Nowak, 1988). a homogeneous population of fast EPSCs (Figure 7,

In CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons, the pop- Table 1) that were only mediated by AMPA receptors
since they were fully blocked by the selective AMPAulation of non-NMDA sEPSCs was clearly heteroge-
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Figure 5. Unitary Pure EPSCskainate Evoked by Minimal Stimulations in CA1 Stratum Oriens Interneurons

(A) The top shows representative recordings of spontaneous and minimally evoked EPSCs in a CA1 stratum oriens in the presence of high-
divalent ions (4 mM Ca2�, 6 mM Mg2�), bicuculline (10 �M), and D-APV (50 �M) to isolate AMPA/kainate receptors-mediated activity (Vh: �60
mV). In these conditions, minimal stimulation (arrow) with a glass electrode placed close to the cell body evokes either a slowly decaying
EPSCkainate (open star symbol) or a transmission failure (�); the evoked EPSCkainate is NBQX-resistant (open star symbol, middle) but CNQX-
sensitive (right). Note that both in control (left) and NBQX (middle) conditions, sEPSCs with the same time course and amplitude as the evoked
EPSC can be detected. The bottom shows superimposed traces of ten consecutively evoked EPSCs in the same pharmacological conditions
as above (stimulation at arrow).
(B) A bar graph depicts averaged rise times (left) and decay times (right) values of minimally evoked EPSCs in CA1 interneurons (n � 4)
showing that the time course of the minimally evoked EPSCkainate is unaltered in the presence of NBQX (1 �M).
(C) Superimposition of the digitally averaged, evoked EPSCs shows that NBQX (gray) decreases the amplitude (top), but does not alter the
time course (bottom scaled traces), of the EPSCkainate evoked in control conditions (black).
(D) Evoked, spontaneous, and miniature EPSCkainate (digital averages) in a CA1 interneuron perfectly overlapped (superimposition in the insert)
are shown.

receptor antagonist GYKI 52466 (100 �M, n � 5; Figure Among these pathways, several observations suggest
7). Therefore, kainate receptors contribute to ongoing that kainate receptors are specifically associated with
activity of hippocampal glutamatergic synapses in CA3 mossy fibers (Ben Ari and Cossart, 2000; Castillo et al.,
pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons. The contribution 1997; Frerking and Nicoll, 2000; Lerma et al., 2001; Mulle
of kainate receptors to spontaneous glutamatergic ac- et al., 1998; Represa et al., 1987). This hypothesis was
tivity was difficult to estimate because of the frequent tested using organotypic slice cultures (Stoppini et al.,
overlap of sEPSCs that precluded their identification. 1991). In this preparation, the mossy fibers can be elimi-
However, an estimation was possible in five stratum nated by removal of the dentate gyrus and the conse-
oriens interneurons that showed a low level of spontane- quences tested several days later. CA3 pyramidal cells
ous glutamatergic activity. In these neurons, sEPSCkainate were recorded after 7 days in culture to ensure the com-
represented 31% � 11% of the events, sEPSCAMPA/kainate plete degeneration of the mossy fiber pathway (Qin et
11% � 3%, and sEPSCAMPA 57% � 13% (n � 5). al., 2001). We relied on dynophin immunoreactivity, a

selective marker of mossy fiber synapses (Henze et al.,
1997), to establish the loss of mossy fibers and on 	N-Mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate Are Generated at Mossy
euN immunoreactivity to assess the absence of granularFiber Synapses onto CA3 Pyramidal Cells
cells (Figure 8A). In control slice cultures (after 1 or 2The sources of glutamatergic innervation on CA3 pyra-
weeks in culture) mEPSCAMPA (r: 2.8 � 0.26 ms and �:midal cells have been extensively defined as being op-
13.5 � 1.4 ms, n � 11) and mEPSCAMPA/kainate (r: 2.7 �posed to those on stratum oriens interneurons. CA3
0.19 ms, �1: 11 � 1 ms, and �2: 58.2 � 7.2 ms, n � 11)pyramidal cells receive glutamatergic inputs from three
were recorded at frequencies similar to those in acutewell-segregated major pathways: the mossy fiber path-
slices. However, mEPSCkainate (r: 15 � 2.2 ms and �: 62.5 �way from dentate granular cells, the associational-com-
24 ms) were less frequent than in acute slices (meanmissural pathway from other CA3 pyramidal cells, and

the perforant pathway from the entorhinal cortex. frequency: 0.01 � 0.001 Hz, n � 11; p � 0.05; Figure 8),
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mossy fiber input pathway, only fast mEPSC (r: 2 � 0.27
ms and �: 10.2 � 1.2 ms, mean frequency � 0.24 � 0.08,
n � 11) were detected in the presence of bicuculine (10
�M), D-APV(50 �M), and TTX (0.3–1 �M) (Figure 8B).
These mEPSCs were fully blocked by the addition of
NBQX (1 �M) or GYKI 52466 (100 �M; n � 11), showing
that they were mediated by AMPA receptors. We con-
clude that the mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate are of mossy fiber
origin. Further studies are required to determine the
synaptic sources of the synaptic currents with a kainate
components on CA1 interneurons.

Discussion

Our results show that kainate receptors can be activatedFigure 6. Contribution of Kainate Receptors to Miniature Gluta-
matergic Activity in CA3 Pyramidal Cells and CA1 Interneurons by the quantal release of glutamate to generate pure

unitary EPSCs or mixed unitary EPSCs when coacti-The top depicts histograms of averaged frequencies of mEPSCAMPA,
mEPSCAMPA/kainate, and mEPSCkainate in CA3 pyramidal cells (left, n � vated with AMPA receptors in the hippocampus. The
25) and CA1 interneurons (right, n � 15). The bottom shows mean relatively fast kinetics of pure kainate EPSCs in CA1
percentage of miniature current mediated by postsynaptic kainate interneurons–not observed previously in central neu-
receptors (see Experimental Procedures) in both cell types (n � 25

rons–indicates that kainate receptors are localized inpyramidal cells and 15 interneurons).
the synaptic cleft either with AMPA receptors or in pure
kainate synapses. Furthermore, kainate receptors are
major actors in the generation of ongoing basal gluta-possibly because of the lack of a synaptic input in the

preparation, thus precluding a quantitative estimation matergic synaptic transmission in the hippocampus:
they provide as much as of half the total glutamatergicof the source of the pure EPSCkainate. In slices lacking the

Figure 7. Kinetic Heterogeneity of Spontaneous EPSCs in CA1 Interneurons and CA3, But Not CA1, Pyramidal Cells

Representative sEPSCs recordings (Vh � �70 mV) from a CA3 pyramidal cell, a CA1 stratum oriens interneuron, and a CA1 pyramidal cell
are shown. Note that in both the CA3 pyramidal cell and the CA1 interneuron, but not in the CA1 pyramidal neuron, three types of sEPSCs
can be distinguished based on the time course of their decay: fast (open black circle), slow (open star symbol), and mixed EPSCs with a
double decaying phase (open triangle symbol). Only events with slow kinetics remain in the presence of GYKI 52466 (100 �M, open star
symbol, bottom traces). Photomicrographs (top) illustrate the biocytin-filled recorded neurons. The interneuron had a cell body in stratum
oriens and an axon innervating stratum lacunosum moleculare (O-LM interneuron; see insert magnification 4
). Abbreviations: O, stratum
oriens; P, stratum pyramidale; L, stratum lucidum; R, stratum radiatum; LM, stratum lacunosum moleculare.
Scale bar: 100 �m.
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Figure 8. Mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate Are Generated in Mossy Fiber Synapses in CA3 Pyramidal Cells

(A) The top shows organotypic slice cultures control and after removal of fascia dentata, labeled with 	NeuN (left) or dynorphin (middle)
antibodies to selectively stain neuronal cell bodies and mossy fibbers terminals, respectively. Right photomicrograph illustrates CA3 biocytin-
filled recorded pyramidal cells. Note that the absence of fascia dentata (assessed by the absence of staining with 	NeuN antibody) was
associated with a loss of mossy fiber terminals, which is depicted by the lack of dynorphin immunostaining. However, CA3 pyramidal cells
displayed a normal morphology. The bottom illustrates miniature EPSCs recordings in the presence of TTX (1 �M), bicuculline (10 �M), and
D-APV (50 �M) from a CA3 pyramidal cell in control organotypic slice culture (left) or culture lacking the fascia dentata (right). Note that in
control conditions in this CA3 pyramidal cell, three types of mEPSCs can be distinguished based on the time course of their decay: fast
(closed black circle), slow (closed green circle), and mixed EPSCs with a double decaying phase (closed red circle). Without the fascia dentata,
only mEPSCAMPA (closed black circle) can be recorded.
(B) Scatter plots of the rise time constant (left column) or amplitude (right column) versus decay time constant calculated in mEPSCs recorded
from a CA3 pyramidal cell in control organotypic slice cultures and in slice cultures lacking fascia dentata. Note that in control conditions,
two families of events are clustered in separate areas of the graph are shown: the fast (closed black circle) and slow events (closed green
circle). The decay time constant versus amplitude distributions obtained when plotting the first (closed red circle) and the second (open red
circle) components of mixed events overlapped that of the fast (closed black circle) and slow event (closed green circle) families, respectively.
In slice cultures lacking fascia dentata, only fast events (closed black circle) remained.

currents recorded in interneurons. Finally, our data pro- generated by the coactivation of AMPA and kainate re-
vide direct evidence that, in CA3 pyramidal cells, AMPA ceptors (EPSCAMPA/kainate) since: (1) the double decaying
and kainate receptors are most likely colocalized in indi- EPSCs are sensitive to both AMPA (GYKI and NBQX)
vidual mossy fiber synapses. and kainate (SYM2081) receptor antagonists and fully

blocked by a mixed AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist
(CNQX). (2) The averaged decay times of the first andPure EPSCkainate and Mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate in CA3
second components of these events are identical to thePyramidal Cells and CA1 Stratum
averaged decay times of mEPSCAMPA and mEPSCkainate,Oriens Interneurons
respectively. (3) The plots of amplitude versus decayRelying on their pharmacological profile and kinetic
time for the first and second component of these eventsproperties, we have identified three types of miniature,
are segregated in two regions of the graph that fullyspontaneous, and evoked glutamatergic currents in CA3
match the same plots obtained for mEPSCAMPA andpyramidal cells and CA1 stratum oriens interneurons: pure
mEPSCkainate, respectively. (4) Minimal stimulation experi-EPSCAMPA, mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate, and pure EPSCkainate.
ments show that the slow component of the evokedAs expected, the fastest events were mediated by AMPA
mixed EPSC is resistant to NBQX and fully blocked byreceptors (EPSCAMPA), since they were fully blocked by
CNQX. (5) The experiments using minimal stimulationAMPA receptor antagonists (GYKI and NBQX). In con-
suggest that the AMPA and kainate receptors mediatingtrast, slow events were mediated by kainate receptors
the evoked EPSCAMPA/kainate are likely to be located within(EPSCkainate), since they were resistant to AMPA receptor
the same synaptic cleft since there was a tight correla-antagonists (GYKI and NBQX) and blocked by a selec-
tion between the amplitudes of AMPA and kainate re-tive antagonist for kainate receptors (SYM 2081) and
ceptors mediated components of the evoked EPSCa mixed AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist (CNQX). In
(eEPSC) at each stimulation trial. Thus, in both CA3addition, there is a population of events with a rapid

rise time and a double exponential decay time that are pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons, we can isolate
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(in addition to the classically described fast mEPSCAMPA) of the EPSC (Frerking et al., 1998) to a smaller, single-
channel conductance (Swanson et al., 1996) or to differ-pure mEPSCkainate with a slower kinetics and mixed

mEPSCAMPA/kainate with a fast rise time and a double decay. ent properties of glutamate-releasing sites. However,
the latter explanation is unlikely, since in unitary mixed
EPSCAMPA/kainate, the amplitude of the kainate componentFast Kinetics of Unitary Kainate Receptor-Mediated
is always smaller than the AMPA one. Nevertheless, itSynaptic Currents in Interneurons
is important to emphasize that in spite of their smallIn our experiments, kainate receptor-mediated currents
amplitude, the charge carried by kainate receptor-medi-recorded in pure EPSCkainate and mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate

ated currents is greater in CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1were characterized by their slow time course and small
interneurons than that of AMPA receptors due to theiramplitude when compared to AMPA receptor-mediated
slower time course.ones in CA1 interneurons and CA3 pyramidal cells. How-

ever, the time course of the kainate receptor-mediated
current differed among cell types. In CA3 pyramidal Kainate Receptors Provide a Substantial

Proportion of the EPSCs Recorded in CA3cells, the decay time for kainate receptor-mediated cur-
rents ranged between 50 and 150 ms whereas in CA1 Pyramidal Cells and CA1 Stratum

Oriens Interneuronsinterneurons, it ranged between 5 and 15 ms.
Previous estimations of the decay kinetics of kainate We estimated the contribution of kainate receptors to

basal glutamatergic activity in two ways: first, as the pro-receptor-mediated EPSCs relied primarily on values ob-
tained by bulk stimulation protocols that ranged between portion of events involving the activation of kainate recep-

tors and second, as the percentage of current resulting30 (Cossart et al., 1998; Li et al., 1999) and 100 (Castillo
et al., 1997) ms. The pure spontaneous EPSCkainate re- from their activation. Our analysis relied on the kinetics of

the three types of events in physiological conditionscorded in developing cortical neurons also had a circa
200 ms decay time constant (Kidd and Isaac, 1999). To (i.e., without blockers). One important condition to vali-

date this conclusion is to preclude the possibility thatthe best of our knowledge, EPSCs mediated by kainate
receptors with a millisecond decay time constant have because of inadequate clamp conditions–particularly at

distal dendritic sites–some small EPSCkainate would be,only been reported in “off” bipolar cells (DeVries, 2000).
Considering the time course of EPSCkainate in CA1 in fact, filtered EPSCAMPA. The following observations

cannot be reconciled with this possibility. (1) In CA1interneurons, we now show that in the hippocampus as
in the retina, synaptic kainate receptor-mediated cur- pyramidal neurons that are devoid of kainate receptors

and where EPSCs are mediated only by AMPA receptors,rents have a time course as fast as that measured upon
glutamate application for heterologously expressed kai- despite the presence of distally generated EPSCAMPA, there

were no events with as slow kinetics as EPSCkainate. (2)nate receptors (Cui and Mayer, 1999; Swanson and
Heinemann, 1998). Therefore, at least in interneurons, Single exponential fast AMPA and slow events were

clustered in two separate regions of the graphs plottingthe kinetics of kainate receptor-mediated currents is
most likely due to intrinsic properties of kainate recep- mEPSCs rise times versus decay times. Similar plots of

distally and locally generated events mediated by thetors rather than to the diffusion of glutamate or other
factors (see Frerking and Nicoll, 2000, and Lerma et al., same receptor type do not cluster in two discrete regions

but, rather, tend to form a continuum (Bekkers and Ste-2001, for a review). In contrast, in CA3 pyramidal cells,
the kinetics of EPSCkainate is slower than in CA1 interneu- vens, 1996). (3) The slowest mEPSCAMPA–recorded when

kainate receptors were blocked by SYM–were still fasterrons and heterologous expression systems but is similar
to that of the evoked EPSCkainate (Castillo et al., 1997; than the kinetics of the fastest mEPSCkainate recorded in

GYKI. This enabled us to define a “kinetic threshold”Vignes and Collingridge, 1997). The origin of such differ-
ence could be the synaptic kainate receptor subunit to identify kainate receptor-mediated events. (4) The

charge underlying each EPSC, a parameter classicallycomposition (Cossart et al., 1998; Cui and Mayer, 1999;
Mulle et al., 1998, 2000), intracellular signals, or acces- considered not to be affected by electrotonic filtering

(Bekkers and Stevens, 1996; Magee and Cook, 2000),sory proteins (Garcia et al., 1998). Another hypothesis
is that this difference could be due to the architectonic was significantly different between EPSCAMPA and the

EPSCkainate. (5) Selective lesion of the mossy fibers elimi-properties of CA3 pyramidal cells, such as the size of
the cells, the number of neurites, and the proportion of nates the slow component of the mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate

without affecting pure EPSCAMPA. This is important asdendritic spines that have been shown to alter the time
course of synaptic events (Livsey and Vicini, 1992). In the mossy fiber synapses are close to the cell body,

and the voltage clamp conditions have been shown tokeeping with this, the EPSCAMPA is also twice as slow in
CA3 than in CA1 pyramidal cells (Table 1). Future studies be adequate for that synapse (Henze et al., 1997). Our

estimation of the contribution of the EPSCAMPA/kainate couldwill have to explain these differences.
Another characteristic property of kainate receptor- be biased because of a chance probability that pure

fast and slow events coincide to generate a mixed event.mediated currents is their small amplitude relative to
AMPA receptor-mediated currents (Frerking and Nicoll, However, this can be excluded because the frequency

of the pure EPSCkainate is lower in CA3 pyramidal neurons2000; Lerma et al., 2001). This is particularly clear in
mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate, as shown by the plots of mEPSCs than the mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate. Also, the frequency of min-

iatures EPSCAMPA and EPSCkainate is very low and the likeli-amplitude versus decay time constant. Thus, the small
peak amplitude of kainate receptor-mediated currents hood that two events coincide during an EPSC is negligi-

ble; in keeping with this, we never detected a mixed eventseems to be a general property. This could be due to a
small number of kainate receptors opened at the peak beginning with an EPSCkainate. Finally, this possibility can-
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not be reconciled with the loss of the EPSCAMPA/kainate to the epilepsies in which hippocampal kainate recep-
tors play an important role (Ben-Ari, 1985; Ben-Ari andfollowing lesions of the mossy fibers.

Frequency analysis of the three types of miniature Cossart, 2000).
In conclusion, our results indicate that in the hippo-events revealed that around 45% of miniature events

involved kainate receptors in CA3 pyramidal cells and campus, there is a highly significant and diversified con-
tribution of kainate receptors to glutamatergic synaptic65% in CA1 interneurons. Taking into account the fre-

quency of each type of event and the charge carried transmission. Clearly, glutamatergic synapses are medi-
ated by both AMPA and kainate receptors in ongoingrespectively by AMPA and kainate receptor-mediated

currents, we estimated that in our experimental condi- conditions of activation, in addition to NMDA receptors
that will also be activated in more depolarised condi-tions, half of the glutamatergic current is generated by

activation of kainate receptors in CA3 pyramidal cells tions. Interestingly, the two cell types in which kainate
receptors contribute to basal glutamatergic neurotrans-and CA1 interneurons. Therefore, we conclude that in

cells that express functional postsynaptic kainate re- mission (i.e., CA3 pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons)
are critically involved in the generation and control ofceptors, these receptors substantially participate in

basal glutamatergic activity. These results are quite un- rhythmic activities (McBain and Fisahn, 2001; Miles and
Wong, 1983). Therefore, kainate receptor-mediatedexpected since previous reports have shown that kai-

nate receptor-mediated responses were difficult to de- events, with their relatively slow kinetics (as compared
to EPSCAMPA), might play an important role in synchro-tect (Frerking and Nicoll, 2000). However, it is important

to stress that in these studies, the kainate receptor- nizing the network through the temporal summation of
afferent inputs. Because the kinetics of kainate recep-mediated responses were isolated in the presence of

the AMPA receptor antagonist GYKI, a drug that also tor-mediated currents is faster in interneurons than in
pyramidal cells, the frequency pattern of afferent synap-blocks more than half of the kainate response (Frerking

et al., 1998, and present data). tic activity necessary for temporal summation should
be faster in interneurons than in pyramidal cells (TraubSince each type of unitary EPSC had a very character-

istic kinetic signature (Table 1), we were also able to et al., 2000).
isolate spontaneous EPSCkainate and EPSCAMPA/kainate in

Experimental Proceduresphysiological conditions. The three types of events
(sEPSCAMPA, sEPSCkainate, and sEPSCAMPA/kainate) were pres-

Electrophysiologyent in the spontaneous glutamatergic activity of CA3
Transverse hippocampal slices (400 �m thick) were obtained from

pyramidal cells and CA1 interneurons. However, we 12- to 21-day-old male Wistar rats. Rats were decapitated under
could not measure the respective frequency of each deep anesthesia with chloral hydrate (i.p., 350 mg/kg) and hippo-
type of event due to the high level of glutamatergic campal slices were cut using a chopper (McIlwain, U.S.A.) or a Leica

VT1000S tissue slicer. Slices were superfused continuously withactivity in the absence of TTX. Nevertheless, our results
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 126 mM NaCl, 3.5show that kainate receptors provide a substantial pro-
mM KCl, 1.2 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 1.3 mM MgCl2, 2 mMportion of the glutamatergic currents in adult hippocam-
CaCl2, 10 mM D-glucose and aerated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2.pal neurons. Thus, the participation of these receptors After rest (�1 hr), slices were individually transferred to a re-

is not restricted to immature neurons, as suggested on cording chamber maintained at 30�–32�C and continuously perfused
the basis of responses evoked by bulk stimulation in with oxygenated ACSF. Whole-cell recordings of spontaneous and

miniature glutamatergic postsynaptic currents (PSCs) were ob-the thalamo-cortical system (Kidd and Isaac, 1999).
tained using tight-seal electrodes (3–10 M�) filled with an internal
solution containing: 135 mM Cs-gluconate, 10 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM

EPSCAMPA/kainate in CA3 Pyramidal Cells Are CaCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, 0.5% biocytin (pH 7.25), comple-
Generated at Mossy Fiber Synapses mented in some experiments with 2 mM MgATP and 0.4 mM NaGTP.
The presence of EPSCAMPA, EPSCkainate, and mixed No differences were observed between both internal solutions.

The pyramidal cell layer was visualized with a binocular magni-EPSCAMPA/kainate in the hippocampus (with different tempo-
fying glass (Leica MZ6), while interneurons were visually identifiedral signatures) adds to the diversity of glutamatergic
with an IR-DIC microscope (Leica DM LFS) through a 40
 watersynaptic transmission. Since the hippocampus inte-
immersion objective. During recordings, neurons were filled pas-

grates information from different structures, this diver- sively with biocytin for post hoc identification (see Morphology).
sity could enable neurons to discriminate between these Miniature recordings were performed at �60 mV and spontaneous
inputs, as in the retina (DeVries, 2000). In this case, it recordings at the reversal potential for GABAergic PSCs (�70 mV).

Minimal stimulations were performed via a glass electrode filledmust be possible to assign to each type of event a
with saline placed near the cell body (CA3 stratum lucidum or CA1specific presynaptic source. Kainate receptors ex-
stratum oriens). The stimulus intensity and duration were adjustedpressed on CA3 pyramidal cells are classically associ-
to observe failures of synaptic transmission (between 40–80 �A and

ated to the mossy fiber pathway (Represa et al., 1987; 20–30 �s).
Castillo et al., 1997; Petralia et al., 1994). The selective Signals were fed to an EPC9 (HEKA, Heidelberg, Germany) or an
elimination of mixed EPSCAMPA/kainate by the removal of Axopatch 2B amplifier (Axon Instruments, USA), filtered (2 kHz),

digitized (10 kHz) with a Labmaster interface card (Axon Instruments)granule cells from organotypic slices provides direct
to a personal computer, and analyzed with MiniAnalysis 5.1 programevidence that these events are indeed generated at
(Synaptosoft, USA). Access resistance ranged between 10–20 M�,mossy fiber synapses. Future studies are required to
and the results were discarded if it changed by more than 20%.

identify the sources of the pure EPSCkainate, in particular
in interneurons, considering their clearly major role in

Analysis
glutamatergic transmission in these cells. It will be also Each single event in each recorded cell was fully characterized
interesting to determine whether the three types of by the following parameters: rise time (10%–90%), amplitude, and

decay time constants were calculated using MiniAnalysis 5.1. TheEPSCs are differentially affected, in particular in relation
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baseline noise ranged between 3–5 pA, and an amplitude threshold Morphology
Slices were fixed overnight at 4�C in a solution containing 4% para-of 2 pA more than the baseline noise was used for event detection.

The false positive and false negative events represented less than formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB) (pH 7.4). After fixation,
slices were rinsed in PBS, cryoprotected in sucrose, and quickly5% of the total events. To discriminate between each category of

events in the absence of AMPA or kainate receptor antagonists, the frozen on dry ice. To neutralize endogenous peroxidase, slices were
pretreated for 30 min in 1% H2O2. After several rinses in salinefollowing procedure was followed: all the events of each cell were

individually fitted using the MiniAnalysis program 5.1. First, the phosphate buffer (0.1 M PBS) (pH 7.4), slices were incubated for
24 hr at room temperature in 1:100 avidin-biotinylated peroxidasemixed AMPA/kainate receptor-mediated events were identified as

events with a decay time constant best fitted by a double exponen- complex (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA) diluted in PBS
containing 0.3% Triton X-100. After 30 min rinses in PBS, slicestial. The standard deviation given by the fit was used to determine

whether one or two exponentials best fitted the decays. Then, to were processed with 0.06% 3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochlo-
ride (DAB, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 0.006% H2O2 diluted in PBS.separate the mono exponentially fitted fast AMPA from the slow

kainate receptor-mediated events, a “kinetic limit” was determined.
The mono exponential decay times versus rise times were plotted Chemicals

CNQX, D-APV, GYKI 52466, NBQX, and biocytin were obtained fromfor all the events in each cell. From this graph (in which fast AMPA
and slow kainate receptor-mediated events were completely segre- Sigma, TTX from Latoxan, and SYM 2081 from Fisher Bioblock.

GYKI 53655 was kindly provided by Dr. Leander (Lilly Researchgated in two distinct areas), the kinetic limit was determined. Using
this method, we observed that fast AMPA and slow kainate receptor- Centre, Ltd.). All of the compounds used for organotypic slice cul-

tures were purchased from Sigma.mediated events could be easily differentiated on the basis of their
decay time, as previously described (Kidd and Isaac, 1999). The
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